
 

Whether you’re a newly formed team establishing your vision, or a seasoned team 
re-calibrating your legacy, the Roundtable for Teams coaching process will get you 
there. Using a combination of individual and team assessments and coaching 
sessions, our flexible framework targets your team’s most pressing opportunities in 
order to enhance performance immediately. Explore the questions that matter, 
create action plans that get implemented all while expanding each team members 
individual impact.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact

For information on this process 
or to set up complimentary 
discovery session, contact:

Glain Roberts-McCabe
416-907-2106 x222
groberts@goroundtable.com 

�   Tight and focused Team Coaching Sessions

�   World-class Individual and 

  Team Assessments

�   Individual Feedback and Action Planning

�   Accountability tools and support

�   Easy to implement resources and tools

Move beyond traditional “team building” and engage your 
team in a process to build working relationships that 

cultivate a high performance culture. The Roundtable for 

Teams coaching process will help you define your team 
legacy, enhance performance, and accelerate results.

Roundtable for Teams 

Expect to:

      

Gain clarity of purpose

Define behaviours that will drive 
business results

Build a culture of 
performance-based feedback

Solve real issues and create 
accountability structures

 

Program Features

 

Marc Guay, former President, PepsiCo Foods Canada

About The Roundtable

 

The Roundtable is where leaders 

cultivate their leadership, 

together. 

Our award-winning group and 

team coaching programs deliver 

measureable and sustainable 

results.

Increase productivity and 
performance 

Align individual behaviours 
that enhance leadership 
impact

Galvanize culture 
 

“

Visit our website to get to know us. www.goroundtable.com

I was massively impressed with the team coaching work you were involved in with our Operations team. This was a team 
in search of an identity and I will confirm that they definitely found it. For me, this is one of the most inspiring and 
heartwarming stories I have heard in recent years. Just wanted to pass on my thanks for your help in helping solve a 
challenging, yet critically important issue for us.


